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Unfair Advantage Update :
Transforming Differential
Data into Trading Signals
The final step in the stationary/differential smoothing process is to apply
your favorite indicator . It must be done
such that the number of trade positions
is minimized and the level of realized
return is maximized. You will find this
task much easier on the newly transformed data than on your original raw
market data.
Chart III shows four and seven-day
moving averages applied to the exponential series of chart II . We could have
selected any other indicator for this
purpose. Please notice the incidence of
crossover versus the heavier incidence in
Chart I. Through this demonstration, it is
easy to see that by applying some simple
transformations, one can avoid overtrading, reduce costs and improve profits.
The example in Chart III uses only
closing prices . Greater profits may be
realized by smoothing stationary highs
and lows or factoring in a small delta
price on the averages that will reduce
false signals. Space limitations in our
Journal restrict the detail we can
present, so further refinements will be
left to the reader. This may sound self
serving, but we believe the key factor
in deriving profits from time series
transformations is achieving stationarity .
You want repeatability of the simulated
past to unfold in the real future . We
believe this first step is critical .
And so, like the naval officer, the
astute financial analyst can discern the
unseen through mathematics . The
simple steps of transforming raw data
into stationary data, applying differential smoothing techniques and deriving
trading signals should result in improved
trading results. The naval officer's raw
data may uncover no more than what
may appear to be a school of fish,
whereas the mathematically transformed
series might trap the image of a truly
coveted target . +

We are releasing our new software
on a staggered basis to assure that the
largest percentage of Unfair Advantage
users will receive a flawless product. If
you have ordered Unfair Advantage,
but haven't received your copy, please
bear with us a little longer .
We are moving past the introductory stage with the official release of
Unfair Advantage as this journal goes
to press . The daily update price will go
to $26/mo. for North America market
traders (plus a $150 license fee) or
$39/mo . for world market traders
(plus a $199 license fee) . If you wish to
reserve the lower introductory price
for a full year, please call us immediately to order . +
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Customizing Computed
Contracts with
Unfair Advantage (UA)
A unique capability of Unfair
Advantage, which is being officially
released this month following intensive Beta testing, is its computed
contract construction tools . With UA's
resident world data base, users can
produce computed contracts for Gann,
nearest future, open interest weighted,
back adjusted and Perpetual Contract
data that are fashioned from the raw
price data of any commodity. You can
customize the result you wish to
achieve by forcing the input data to
include only selected contracts and by
controlling the date when volatile
expiring contracts will no longer
represent trading opportunities .
The user can also control the roll
forward methodology of back adjusted
controls by focusing on close to open,
close to close or open to open differentials . Menus and selection options
are simple and concise making data
base construction a breeze for the
serious professional trader . +
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